
Build your app in Low code with Microsoft Power 
Apps that easily connect to data

ABOUT SA Technologies For Microsoft Power Apps

SA Technologies is a Microsoft Gold Partner that empowers 

your team to start building and launching apps right away 

using pre-built templates, drag-and-drop simplicity, and quick 

deployment with Power Apps. Power Apps gives your team 

the ability to create solutions that accelerate business

WHAT WE OFFER

SA Technologies leverages 
Microsoft Power Apps to 
automate processes that 
increase the efficiency of 
your business.

We provide the tools to 
enhance, manage, and 
solidify organizations without 
disruption & bring your data 
together

SA Technologies helps you to 
build secure workflows with a 
no-code guided experience 
and cloud-based data loss 
prevention, identity, and 
access management services.

SA Technologies securely 
gather and manage data and 
fi les from anywhere.
Where traditional platforms 
stop, We starts by allowing 
professional developers to 
extend the capabilities

SA Technologies helps you 
to boost your productivity 
by building time-saving 
workflows into everything 
from individual tasks to 
large-scale systems with 
seamless integration & 
collaboration.

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING

“Awesome low code app development tool, which 
enable user to design powerful business apps rapidly.”

– One of Our Global Leading Client
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Microsoft Power Apps

Learn more: https://www.satechglobal.com/power-apps

Low-code development platforms are on the rise, 

allowing businesses to more easily develop custom 

applications to solve their unique challenges. Microsoft 

Power Apps uses this approach to help businesses 

reduce development costs and increase overall 

efficiency. 

W HY MICROSOFT POWER APPS

• PowerApps has been listed as a leader in the 
Forrester LCAP Wave or two years in a row.

• Integrations with Office 365, Azure and Dynamics 
365 provide more customization options than any 
other vendor in the market

• A single platform that combines everything a 
business user needs from mobile applications, 
workflow and business intelligence

• A common data model to provide a consistent 
schema for business data

Solution capabilities

• Enable business users to build the applications they 
want, when they need it, without writing code

• Connect to 220+ data sources and services (including 
on-premises data) to build powerful apps that 
empowers your business to do more

• Customize and extend with deep integrations across 
Office 365, Azure and Dynamics 365

• Provide administrative controls with enterprise-grade 
security and governance to protect your apps and data

• Digital transformation is changing the landscape of business
• Business demand for mobile apps continues to outstrip IT capacity to deliver these apps
• Waning pro developer resources are creating a need for citizen developers to deliver apps
• An increasingly remote workforce is driving demand for a new level of productivity across 

their devices
• Out of the box applications are never complete and typically heavily customized for business 

users. 
• SharePoint list usage doubles with PowerApps 
• Extending Dynamics 365 with quick mobile PowerApps has enabled customers to see 

additional value with Dynamics 365 licenses

Moments of truth

https://www.satechglobal.com/power-apps

